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Bus Operation of the Au1000™, Au1100™ and Au1500™ ProcessorsRev. 1.7 April 2002
1. Introduction

The information in this document is pertinent to the Au1000™, Au1500™ and Au1100™ (Au1x00) processors. The 
Au1x00 processors contain internal and external busses which connect memories and peripherals to the Au1 core. This 
document describes in more detail the relationship and operation of these busses.

The bus topology of the Au1x00 processors is illustrated below.

Figure 1: Bus Topology of Au1x00 Processors 

NOTE: Integrated peripherals with DMA engines have a presence on the System Bus in addition to the Peripheral Bus.

2. System Bus

The System Bus, SBUS, is a high-performance, low-latency bus, and is the primary bus within the Au1x00 processors. 
The Au1 core communicates with peripherals and memories via the System Bus. The System Bus is the coherency point 
within the Au1x00.

The System Bus frequency is derived from the Au1 core frequency (register sys_cpupll). Depending upon the perfor-
mance and power requirements of the application, the System Bus operational frequency can be divided by 2, 3 or 4 to 
achieve higher performance (divide by 2) or lower power (divide by 4) with the appropriate setting in sys_powerctrl[SD].

The System Bus is a 36-bit physical address and 32-bit data word bus.  System Bus transactions utilize a 36-bit address, a 
32-bit data word and 4 byte mask signals.

Data is placed and/or retrieved by memories and peripherals on the System Bus in a consistent manner:

Figure 2: System Bus Data Format

Bit 31 is the most significant bit and bit 0 is the least significant bit. Byte masks accompany the data to indicate which 
bytes within the 32-bit data word are valid.
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The System Bus is endian independent; the data format is the same regardless of the endian mode of the processor. Data 
endian-ness is handled in the Au1 core and peripherals which access memory (i.e. peripherals with DMA).

Figure 3: Data Endian Manipulation

The figure above demonstrates how the System Bus data word contents are interpreted depending upon endian mode of 
the System Bus master (i.e. Au1 core or peripheral DMA engines).

For 8-bit bytes, a big endian master interprets the word from left to right (most significant byte to least significant byte), 
whereas a little endian master interprets the word from right to left (least significant byte to most significant byte).

For 16-bit halfwords, a big endian master interprets the word from left to right (most significant halfword to least signifi-
cant halfword), whereas a little endian master interprets the word from right to left (least significant halfword to most sig-
nificant halfword).

For 32-bit words, big endian and little endian masters interpret the data word in the same manner: as a single 32-bit value.

2.1 Au1 Endian-ness

The Au1 core manipulates data according to endian mode and access size to match data with the System Bus data format.

The Au1 core endian mode is selected by software at run-time, and is controlled by the sys_endian register.

Table 1 on page 4 below enumerates the various load/store instructions and how data is manipulated.

Legend: ABCD is System Bus data word contents, see Figure 2 above.
Legend: rX is any register.
Legend: rY is any register that contains a word aligned address so that the offset indicates the byte address.

Table 1: Au1 Manipulation of Data for Endian Mode

Au1 Little Endian Au1 Big Endian

Instruction Result Result

lb rX,0(rY) D->rX[7:0] A->rX[7:0]

lb rX,1(rY) C->rX[7:0] B->rX[7:0]

lb rX,2(rY) B->rX[7:0] C->rX[7:0]

A
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Instruction fetches are 32-bit loads. An important side effect of this fact is that software can change the endian mode of the 
processor at run-time since instruction fetches are unaffected by endian mode.

The data manipulation of the LWL, LWR, SWL and SWR instructions are depicted in Table 2 on page 5 below.

lb rX,3(rY) A->rX[7:0] D->rX[7:0]

lh rX,0(rY) CD->rX[15:0] AB->rX[15:0]

lh rX,2(rY) AB->rX[15:0] CD->rX[15:0]

lw rX,0(rY) ABCD->rX[31:0] ABCD->rX[31:0]

sb rX,0(rY) rX[7:0]->D rX[7:0]->A

sb rX,1(rY) rX[7:0]->C rX[7:0]->B

sb rX,2(rY) rX[7:0]->B rX[7:0]->C

sb rX,3(rY) rX[7:0]->A rX[7:0]->D

sh rX,0(rY) rX[15:0]->CD rX[15:0]->AB

sh rX,2(rY) rX[15:0]->AB rX[15:0]->CD

sw rX,0(rY) rX[31:0]->ABCD rX[31:0]->ABCD

Table 2: LWL, LWR, SWL and SWR Manipulation of Data for Endian Mode

Au1 Little Endian Au1 Big Endian

Instruction Result Result

lwl rX,0(rY) D->rX[31:24] ABCD->rX[31:0]

lwl rX,1(rY) CD->rX[31:16] BCD->rX[31:8]

lwl rX,2(rY) BCD->rX[31:8] CD->rX[31:16]

lwl rX,3(rY) ABCD->rX[31:0] D->rX[31:24]

lwr rX,0(rY) ABCD->rX[31:0] A->rX[7:0]

lwr rX,1(rY) ABC->rX[23:0] AB->rX[15:0]

lwr rX,2(rY) AB->rX[15:0] ABC->rX[23:0]

lwr rX,3(rY) A->rX[7:0] ABCD->rX[31:0]

Table 1: Au1 Manipulation of Data for Endian Mode

Au1 Little Endian Au1 Big Endian
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2.2 Peripheral Endian-ness

Peripheral DMA engines utilize the System Bus for reading and writing data. As such, the peripheral needs to manipulate 
the System Bus data words depending upon the endian mode of the peripheral. Peripherals (e.g. Ethernet MAC) contain a 
control bit in the peripheral module (e.g. mac_control[EM]) which indicates how the peripheral is to interpret the System 
Bus data.

NOTE: The endian-mode of the peripheral should match the endian-mode of the processor; otherwise software is required 
to manipulate the data so that it is in the “endian mode of the peripheral”. If the processor and the peripheral both utilize 
the same endian, then both the processor and the peripheral have the same “view” of the data as it resides in memory.

The Ethernet MAC DMA engine, for example, must read a packet from memory and generate a byte stream to the PHY 
for actual transmission onto the wire. For performance reasons, the MAC DMA engine reads the packet from memory 
(via the System Bus) 32-bits at a time and so must manipulate the 4 bytes of each 32-bit System Bus data word to generate 
a byte stream. The table below shows how the byte stream is generated.

swl rX,0(rY) rX[31:24]->D rX[31:0]->ABCD

swl rX,1(rY) rX[31:16]->CD rX[31:8]->BCD

swl rX,2(rY) rX[31:8]->BCD rX[31:16]->CD

swl rX,3(rY) rX[31:0]->ABCD rX[31:24]->D

swr rX,0(rY) rX[31:0]->ABCD rX[7:0]->A

swr rX,1(rY) rX[23:0]->ABC rX[15:0]->AB

swr rX,2(rY) rX[15:0]->AB rX[23:0]->ABC

swr rX,3(rY) rX[7:0]->A rX[31:0]->ABCD

Table 3: Peripheral Manipulation of Data for Endian Mode

Little Endian Big Endian

Byte 0 D of Word 0 A of Word 0

Byte 1 C of Word 0 B of Word 0

Byte 2 B of Word 0 C of Word 0

Byte 3 A of Word 0 D of Word 0

Byte 4 D of Word 1 A of Word 1

Byte 5 C of Word 1 B of Word 1

Byte 6 B of Word 1 C of Word 1

Table 2: LWL, LWR, SWL and SWR Manipulation of Data for Endian Mode

Au1 Little Endian Au1 Big Endian
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For peripheral DMA engines that access 8-bit or 16-bit FIFOs (e.g. DMA channel for UART0 transmit/receive is 8-bit, 
and DMA channel for AC97 transmit/receive is 16-bits), the 8- or 16-bit data is always placed on the System Bus in the 
least significant byte lane (bits 7:0) or least significant halfword lane (bits 15:0) of the 32-bit System Bus data word (i.e. 
the data is right-justified to start at bit 0). This behavior matches the register interface utilized by the Au1 core to read/
write the FIFO directly (see next section).

3. Peripheral Bus

The integrated peripherals in the Au1x00 processors expose programming registers to the Au1 core on the Peripheral Bus, 
PBUS. All integrated peripheral registers are 32-bits wide, though many bits in the registers are unused.

Software must access all integrated peripheral registers as 32-bits; thus software accesses to these registers are unaffected 
by the endian mode of the Au1 core.

8- and 16-bit accesses to the Peripheral Bus are not supported.

4. SDRAM Bus

The SDRAM bus is for interfacing to Synchronous Dynamic RAM, Synchronous Flash or Synchronous Mask ROM. The 
SDRAM bus contains an address bus, SDA[12:0] and SDBA[1:0], and a 32-bit data bus, SDD[31:0].

The SDRAM controller retrieves data from and places data onto the System Bus in the format described in “System Bus 
Data Format” on page 3.

For each beat of a read access, the SDRAM controller performs an access with all SDQM[3:0] byte masks asserted, and 
returns 32-bits of data to the System Bus.

For each beat of a write access, the SDRAM controller performs an access with the appropriate SDQM[3:0] byte masks 
asserted; thus only modifying the affected byte(s) in memory.

5. Static Bus

The Static Bus controller is optimized for interfacing with 32-bit SRAM devices, but does support 16- and 32-bit asyn-
chronous peripherals via the EWAIT signal. The Static Bus contains a 32-bit address bus, RAD[31:0], and a 32-bit data 
bus, RD[31:0].

The Static Bus controller retrieves data from and places data onto the System Bus in the format described in “System Bus 
Data Format” on page 3.

5.1 32-Bit Static Bus Chip Selects

When a Static Bus chip select is programmed for a 32-bit interface, it behaves much like the other busses previously 
described.

Byte 7 A of Word 1 D of Word 1

Byte 8 D of Word 2 A of Word 2

... ... ...

Table 3: Peripheral Manipulation of Data for Endian Mode

Little Endian Big Endian
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All read accesses are 32-bit accesses with all RBEN[3:0] byte masks asserted, returning 32-bits of data to the System Bus.

Write accesses are a 32-bit access, but with the appropriate RBEN[3:0] byte masks asserted; thus only modifying the 
affected byte(s) in memory.

5.2 16-Bit Static Bus Chip Selects

When a Static Bus chip select is programmed for a 16-bit interface, via mem_stcfg[H], the behavior of the chip select dif-
fers from the 32-bit chip select behavior previously described. The optimized 32-bit nature of the Static Bus controller 
exposes several artifacts for 16-bit devices.

5.2.1 Halfword Ordering

The ordering of the 16-bit halfwords on the chip select is very important. The static controller is not aware of the endian 
mode of the Au1 core, and, by default, orders the halfwords in the manner depicted in “16-Bit Static Bus Data Format 
(default mem_stcfg[BE]=0)” on page 8.

Figure 4: 16-Bit Static Bus Data Format (default mem_stcfg[BE]=0)

The Static Bus controller reads or writes the halfword CD at physical offset 0, and it reads or writes the halfword AB at 
physical offset 2. This ordering is consistent with little-endian format, and when the Au1 core is in little-endian mode, the 
requested Au1 core offsets match the physical offsets of the 16-bit device. That is, the Static Bus controller and the Au1 
core have the same “view” of memory.

However, when the processor is in big-endian mode, the default ordering of the Static Bus controller effectively reverses 
the ordering of the halfwords from what the big-endian Au1 core expects, as illustrated in this figure.

A
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Figure 5: Big-Endian Au1 and 16-Bit Static Bus (mem_stcfg[BE]=0)

For RAM memories, this behavior has no side-effects, as reads and writes are consistent. But for ROM, Flash memories 
and peripherals, there are side-effects. For ROM and Flash, the memory contents are halfword-swapped throughout the 
entire 16-bit device memory. For Flash and peripherals, the programming register offsets are also halfword-swapped.

The net effect of utilizing the Au1 core in big-endian mode and the default ordering of the Static Bus controller is that 
RAD1 appears inverted. Thus, the Static Bus controller provides the mem_stcfg[BE] bit, which when set, automatically 
inverts RAD1 for accesses to the 16-bit chip select.

Figure 6: Big-Endian Au1 and 16-Bit Static Bus (mem_stcfg[BE]=1)
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As a direct result, the requested Au1 core offsets match the physical offsets of the 16-bit device, and now the Static Bus 
controller and the Au1 core have the same “view” of memory.

5.2.2 32-bit Accesses to 16-bit Chip Selects

A 32-bit access (load/store/fetch or DMA) causes the Static Bus controller to perform two beats, retrieving two 16-bit val-
ues and presenting a 32-bit quantity to the System Bus. The first beat is read from/written to bits 15:0  of the System Bus 
data word (even/lower halfword), and the second beat is read from/written to bits 31:16 of the System Bus data word 
(odd/upper halfword).

The physical offsets of the two beats are dependent upon the mem_stcfg[BE] bit. When mem_stcfg[BE] is 0, the Static 
Bus controller accesses offset 0 followed by offset 2, and if mem_stcfg[BE] is 1, then offset 2 is accessed first followed by 
offset 0.

5.2.3 8- and 16-bit Accesses to 16-bit Chip Selects

The Static Bus controller is optimized for 32-bit accesses; as such, 8- and 16-bit accesses also cause the Static Bus con-
troller to perform two beats. The first beat is read from/written to bits 15:0 of the System Bus data word according to the 
corresponding asserted System Bus byte masks, and the second beat is read from/written to bits 31:16 of the System Bus 
data word according to the corresponding asserted System Bus byte masks.

The physical offsets of the two beats are dependent upon the mem_stcfg[BE] bit. When mem_stcfg[BE] is 0, the Static 
Bus controller accesses offset 0 followed by offset 2, and if mem_stcfg[BE] is 1, then offset 2 is accessed first followed by 
offset 0.

5.2.4 16-Bit Boot From ROM/Flash For Little-Endian System

Booting from 16-bit ROM or Flash in a system that is intended to run the Au1 core in little-endian mode is very straight-
forward. Generally speaking, the boot code and/or the application is compiled for little-endian. The boot code changes the 
Au1 core to little-endian mode before any data accesses (to the 16-bit chip-select). The resulting boot code and/or applica-
tion image is placed in the ROM/Flash memory in the little-endian format.

Even though the Au1 core starts in big-endian mode, the Static Bus controller properly retrieves instructions needed to 
boot the system since the application image is in little-endian format and the Static Bus controller defaults to little-endian 
ordering out of reset.

NOTE: When programming ROM or Flash devices with a part programmer, take care to ensure that the programmer is not 
swapping bytes or halfwords erroneously. The configuration of the part programmer is often a source of error when ini-
tially bringing-up a new design.

5.2.5 16-Bit Boot From ROM/Flash For Big-Endian System

Booting from 16-bit ROM or Flash in a system that is intended to run the Au1 core in big-endian mode is very straight-
forard, but does need one extra, important step.

Generally speaking, the boot code and/or the application is compiled for big-endian. The boot code must set the 
mem_stcfg[BE] bit before it can properly fetch/reference the big-endian image. The resulting boot code and/or application 
image is placed in the ROM/Flash memory in the big-endian format.

In this situation, there is the dilema that, out of reset, the Static Bus controller defaults to little-endian ordering, but the 
application image itself is in big-endian format. The solution is to place the following code at the reset exception vector 
(KSEG1 address 0xBFC00000, physical adddress 0x1FC00000):

.long 0xb4003c08 # lui     t0,0xb400

.long 0x10003508 # ori     t0,t0,0x1000

.long 0x00008d09 # lw      t1,0(t0)
10 Application Note
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.long 0x02003529 # ori     t1,t1,0x200

.long 0x0000ad09 # sw      t1,0(t0)

.long 0x00000000 # nop

.long 0x00000000 # nop

.long 0x00000000 # nop

.long 0x00000000 # nop

The code does a read-modify-write of register mem_stcfg0 to set the BE bit. The values in the .long statements above are 
the halfword-swapped opcodes of the instructions in the comments to the right. With this technique, these first few 
instructions are actually in the little-endian format to match the the Static Bus controller out of reset, and set 
mem_stcfg[BE] which in turns allows the remainder of the big-endian memory contents to be accessed properly. The 
NOPs are necessary to ensure that the Au1 core pipeline does not contain incorrectly [halfword swapped] prefetched 
instructions. Note too that the NOP opcode 0x00000000 is the same instruction regardless of endian ordering.

NOTE: The boot code should set mem_stcfg0[BE] as early as possible, preferrably as the first activity. It is especially 
important to ensure that no cachable accesses take place to the 16-bit device, else the cache will contain the halfword 
swapped contents of the 16-bit memory.

NOTE: When programming ROM or Flash devices with a part programmer, take care to ensure that the programmer is not 
swapping bytes or halfwords erroneously. The configuration of the part programmer is often a source of error when ini-
tially bringing-up a new design.

5.2.6 Read Cycles

Read accesses to the Static Bus always retrieve 32-bits of data. As such, all four byte enables are asserted during the 32-bit 
access or the two 16-bit beats. The control signals (RCEx, ROE, and RBE[1:0]) span both accesses. The only signal that 
changes state to indicate the start of the second beat is RADDR[1]. The figure below shows a timing diagram of a read 
access to a 16-bit chip select.

Figure 7: 16-Bit Static Bus 8-, 16- or 32-bit Read Cycle

The two beat behavior for 8- and 16-bit accesses has a potential side effect. See “16-Bit Workarounds” on page 13 for fur-
ther information.

NOTE: The Au1100 provides the mem_stcfg[DE, PH, V] bits which change 8- and 16-bit read cycle signalling.
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5.2.7 Write Cycles

Write accesses to 16-bit chip selects also generate two 16-bit beats. Each beat asserts the appropriate byte strobes to indi-
cate which bytes are to be written.  Note that the write strobe RWE is inactive during the address change, since this is nec-
essary for correct operation of SRAM.

Figure 8: 16-Bit Static Bus 32-Bit Write Cycle

During a 32-bit write access to a 16-bit Static Bus chip select, the RBE[1:0] signals are asserted during both 16-bit cycles 
to indicate all four bytes of the data are valid.

Figure 9: 16-Bit Static Bus 16-Bit Write Cycles
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During a 16-bit write access to a 16-bit Static Bus chip select, the RBE[1:0] signals are asserted during only one of the 16-
bit cycles to indicate only two bytes of the data are valid.

NOTE: The Au1100 processor provides the mem_stcfg[DE, PH, V] bits which change 8- and 16-bit write cycle signal-
ling.

5.2.8 16-Bit Workarounds

Some solutions to issues relating to 16-bit Static Bus controller behavior are offered here.

Au1000 Processor and Big-Endian and 16-bit Boot

The first three versions of the Au1000 processor, revision DA, HA and HB, do not offer the mem_stcfg0[BE] bit. As a 
result, supporting boot from a 16-bit chip select for a big-endian system requires a workaround.

NOTE: Au1000 version HC and newer, all Au1500 processor versions and all Au1100 processor versions do support the 
mem_stcfg[BE] bit so the following workarounds are un-necessary.

When the Au1 core is in big-endian mode, the contents of the 16-bit boot device are accessed in little-endian mode by the 
Static Bus controller; see “Halfword Ordering” on page 8.

A simple software workaround is to compile the boot code/application for big-endian, but then halfword swap the entire 
contents of the boot ROM so as to conform to the little-endian utilized by the Static Bus controller. This can be done using 
a part programmer or a software tool. If flash it to be programmed in-place, then the flash programming software must 
also halfword swap the data prior to programming the flash.

A hardware workaround is to invert RAD1 externally to the processor before connecting to the 16-bit device(s). This 
accomplishes the same effect as mem_stcfg[BE], but it does fix the design to big-endian only.

Au1000 Processor and Big-Endian and 16-Bit Peripherals

The first three versions of the Au1000, revision DA, HA and HB, do not offer the mem_stcfg0[BE] bit. As a result, sup-
porting 16-bit peripherals for a big-endian system requires a workaround.

NOTE: Au1000 processor version HC and newer, all Au1500 versions and all Au1100 versions do support the 
mem_stcfg[BE] bit so the following workarounds are un-necessary.

When the Au1 core is in big endian mode, the 16-bit peripherals register address are now halfword swapped, see “Big-
Endian Au1 and 16-Bit Static Bus (mem_stcfg[BE]=0)” on page 9.

A software-only solution is to halfword swap the offsets/addresses of the peripheral registers. A register at physical offset 
zero appears at Au1 core big-endian offset 2; see “Big-Endian Au1 and 16-Bit Static Bus (mem_stcfg[BE]=0)” on page 9.

A hardware solution is to place the 16-bit device on a 32-bit chip select, connecting the peripheral data bus signals to 
RD[15:0], and peripheral address bus signals to RAD[31:2]. A corresponding software change is now needed in that reg-
isters do appear in order, but at a stride of 4 apart, instead of 2 (i.e. physical byte offset 0 maps to peripheral register byte 
offset 0, physical byte offset 4 maps to peripheral register byte offset 2, physical 8 maps to register 4, physical 12 maps to 
register 6, and so forth). All peripheral register accesses are now done using 32-bit accesses, which does have the side 
benefit of working properly in either Au1 core endian mode.

Volatile 16-Bit Peripherals

If any of the locations on the 16-bit chip select are volatile registers (i.e. a read of the volatile register causes side effects, 
e.g. clear pending interrupts), then the two beat behavior may cause undesirable operation of the peripheral. A read of the 
register adjacent to the volatile register will also access the volatile register.

NOTE: The Au1100 processor provides the mem_stcfg[DE, PH, V] bit so the following workarounds are un-necessary.
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A hardware solution is to place the peripheral(s) on a 32-bit Static Bus controller chip select, and compensate for the 
change in register locations in software (i.e. the register offsets increment by 4 rather than by 2).

Au1000 Processor 16-Bit Flash Write Cycles

On the first three versions of the Au1000, revision DA, HA and HB, the Static Bus controller asserts RWE on both beats 
of a write access to 16-bit Flash; as a result, two 16-bit locations are programmed instead of just one. Since Flash does not 
have byte enables, it is necessary to gate RWE such that it is only asserted for the appropriate beat.

NOTE: Au1000 version HC and newer, all Au1500 versions and all Au1100 versions incorporate the workaround 
described below in the controller, so as to alleviate the need for this external workaround.

The following external 2-input OR gate asserts WE only in the presence of an asserted RBE0. Only RBE0 is necessary 
since 16-bit Flash must always be programmed 16-bits at a time.

Figure 10: 16-Bit Static Bus Flash Write Cycle Workaround

When programming Flash memory on a 16-bit chip select, the Flash should always be written with 16-bit quantities, 
which in turn asserts byte strobes for only one 16-bit write beat. Thus, with the OR gate in place, the 16-bit Flash accesses 
result in the following:

RBE0

RWE

From Au1000

WE

To Flash Chip
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Figure 11: Au1000 Processor 16-Bit Static Bus 16-Bit Flash Workaround Write Access

The two beat behavior for 16-bit accesses has not caused any difficulties with the Flash device programming state 
machines for the AMD and Intel Flash devices tested.

5.3 LCD and PCMCIA Chip Selects

The Static Bus controller performs other activities for the LCD and PCMCIA types.

On a write, the static bus controller utilizes the System Bus byte masks to extract the data from the System Bus data word.

However, on a read, the static bus controller replicates the read-data into the System Bus data word; that is, for an 8-bit 
access, the read-data is replicated into all four bytes of the System Bus data word, and for a 16-bit access, the read-data is 
replicated into both halfwords of the System Bus data word. This behavior enables Au1 core loads and stores to operate 
correctly in either endian mode for LCD and PCMCIA.
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